
Anleitung für marmorierte Eier-Vasen im
Oster-Hängekranz
Instructions No. 1063

This opulent looking Easter wreath will certainly arouse spring fever and anticipation for Easter! For the wreath, eggs are
marbled and the hanging wreath is cleverly decorated with flowers and bows.

This is how the Easter wreath is decorated:

How do I make marbled Easter eggs-vases? 

First marble some plastic eggs as described in the instructions. Leave the wooden skewer attached to the egg. Now remove
the lid of the egg: with a side cutter, cut the egg at the tip and gradually break out individual parts of the Ice until a slightly
larger opening is created. Over this opening the wooden skewer is fixed with hot glue inside the Ice . So the eggs can be put
later quite simply into the wreath. 

How to decorate the Easter wreath 

First of all, the willow wreath will be provided with hangers-Ribbon : To do this, fix a Ribbon, at three points on the wreath
with even spacing, for example a narrow Satin ribbon. Bring all three satin ribbons together so that the wreath hangs as
horizontally as possible. Now test if the length fits to the later hanging up and knot all three satin ribbons together. First of all,
arrange the prefabricated eggs on the wreath. For the two-coloured ribbon bows, two decorative ribbons in the shape of an
eight are placed on top of each other and fixed with a thin wire. You need four of these loops and can attach them to the
wreath with the end of the wire. In our handicraft idea we decorated the wreath afterwards with another two-coloured Ribbon .



Finally, artificial spring flowers are separated from the individual picks and draped into the eggs with hot glue. 

Handicraft instructions for the marbling of eggs 

Special marbling paint is used for marbling. As described in the instructions supplied, fill a bucket with water and drip a little
Colour for marbling into it (approx. 2 - 3 drops per colour tone). A film of paint will now form on the water surface. With the
help of a brush, a pattern can be drawn into this film as desired. The eggs are skewered on shashlik skewers and slowly
pulled through the water, the colour in marble look is transferred to Easter eggs .

Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

434676 KREUL Magic Marble Set "Basic Colours" 1

418706 Satin ribbon "Pastel 10 mm", set of 5 pieces of 3 m 1

970020 VBS Side cutter 1

VBS Wreath with vines, Ø 25 cm

5,99 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-wreath-with-vines-o-25-cm-a23857/
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